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Regional Approah on the Areal  Differentiation of Agrar 
    Land -Use Pattern in the Yonezawa Basin
 Hideo  Fuxul
I.  Introduction
   Since the abolition of the  feudal system in 1869, the abrupt change and 
increase of demands have positively stimulated the selection of domestic 
cash crops and introduction of foreign cash crops. And Japanese farmers 
have turned to a more commercial agriculture from the traditional rice farming 
which has been protected and compelled by the government policy since the 
 feudal age. 
   Generally, the commercial farming, which requires the rationalization of 
its production system, brings with it the closer adaptation to its physical 
environment and the more access to a market. Moreover, it tends to concen-
trate in a special district and an areal differentiation of agricultural activity 
is promoted through the competition among the areas and crops. 
   The regional approach on the areal differentiation in this paper, especial-
ly at a long distance  from great cities, is observed  from the  following three view 
points. That is, at first, the location structure is considered through the individual 
farms forming the area, and it is grasped as an adjustment pattern to the 
physical environment. Furthermore, the adjustment pattern must be recogniz-
ed as a degree of its development. Especially in Japan, because of crops back-
ground of the traditional rice  farming, the introduction of newly cash into a 
rural village is generally carried on in paddy-fields at a  fallow time or in the 
way of reclamation of waste-land and exchange of crops in dry-fields. 
Therefore, the natural needs from a previous management which penetrate 
through the individual farm managements are important to the location factor. 
   The Yonezawa basin taken up as an example in this paper, is sited in the 
Noutheastern Japan and is comparatively rich in variety of land-use pattern, 
together with the Fukushima basin adjacent to the east of that basin. The 
approach in this paper is made through the  following three items. 1) The 
change of land-use pattern is shown by comparing the map obtained by 
his field work in 1954 with the topographic map about 1918 (at the end of 
the Taisho age). 2) Some special areas are abstracted from the areal division 
on the map of management pattern based on a settlement unit obtained by 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in 1954. 3) Thus, the special areas
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 are analysed  from the point of view mentioned  above. But,  before these con-
.siderations, the physical position of the basin must be made clear, above all, 
 its inner  structure. 
 IL Physical Environment 
   The Yonezawa basin is 200-300m in height and has an area of only 200 
 km2. The eastern and the southern parts are respectively surrounded by the 
 Oou mountain range and the Azuma 
                                - 
      --A- /  ,  , volcanic group of over  1000m. There             -- '  -  '  ,/  i rise, in the north, the Nagai mountains                  -ii• .- •(4,-           1 -;--.4 .-- , of 500-800m, and in the west, the hill- 
  •r-'-/\:77- ..-,,,•z 'L'\_'-land of under 500m. The rivers in the    -'
,--'--•,0
„,,`,.'. ..-2`3.-"—':—-'basin flow together in its central part                       •,  -,.7 ,,,,(iczti,se.R.,.5                         --7— 2:-..4 '' ',,and penetrate through the narrow valley 
•-/•:-- _--..- _,c(T.-between the hill-land and the  Nagai    '•-.7 
                     ^104S\---'-_---'''' 
            
. 1---'--,--.'"-'-''' mountains. And the basin is the upper 
                                             - ,2-., •--- -,,..  -`., • i50 
                              drainage of the Mogami river flowing             cx. , 
                                                           ,-,-, --?/--- .\_ _.`1•,-,' \ •--?2 _' 7into the Japan Sea. The geological - 1--:--1---2`  -- --1.. % •LF,:_f.--3--: - character of the mountains around the     --). •-----t-
„_.-'i basin is shown byFig.1.                       ,----,. .„ . •, 2socf., -
/                                  The bottom of the basin consists of 
  -----/`;?k°',-" ,:.?'alluvial low-land, natural levees, fans 
 :-.--- 
                                                                '7\7 _,E3and peat-marsh. The fans of the Omono   --,,, ,.,.---.t: '----------    \', '  ".t ..\_,I,C,'.and Matsu rivers occupythe southwest- 
'
       .--\k:_i.  ern part , and the  soil of the top and 
 5 2KM 1 central part of these fans is sterile sand 
                                rich in gravels. The water quality of Fig. 1 Distributions of Average Maximum 
     Depth of Drifted Snow (cm)  and the Matsu river shows a strong acidity 
     Defference of Flowering Time (Day) (pH  4 .0-5.4 at the upper part of the 
  (A. Granodiorite, B Tuff  Breccia,  C Shale) Yonezawa  city)") and is impossible to 
be used as irrigation water, because of the mining of sulphur at the  foot 
of the Azuma volcano. The Ooyachi in the northeast corner of the basin is 
 a peat-marsh area irrigated only by rain water and its productivity is extremely 
low on account of ill drainage and  drought.(" The lower stream of the  con-
fluence of the Omono, Matsu and other small rivers has  often been flooded 
at the time of a heavy rainfall, and toward the north, some streams extensively 
 form natural levees.
(1) 
(2)
E. Yatsu & T. Irie; On the poisonous 
 Misc. Rep. of the Resarch Institute 
Y. Yoshida;  Ooyachi in the Yonezawa
water of Matsukawa river, Yamagata Pref. 
for Natural  Resourses  No.  16 1950. 
basin. Geogr.  Rev. Japan Vol. 28, No.2 1955.
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   The air temperature in summer is fairly high, as a result of  Foehn 
caused at the time when the southeast monsoon blows over the  Oou  mountain 
range. Then, the precipitation is less than the region  facing the Pacific 
Ocean. But, in winter, the northwest monsoon blows toward the Azuma  moun-
tain passing through the depres-
sed pass between the Echigo and 
Asahi mountains, and  often brings 
a heavy  snowfall in the basin. In 
other words, this intermountain 
basin placed on the west side of 
the central mountain range has 
such a climatic character as 
diurnal and annual ranges of air 
temperature are greater and the 
precipitation is relatively much 
in winter. (Fig. 2) 
 Moreover,  though the station-
ary meteorological observatory is 
not enough to make clear the c 
 facts show its areal  difference. 
the institute of snow  damage,") 
time tend to be shallower and 
The distribution of the  flowering 
shows that it is 7 days or so  lat 
(Wada) than in the  northeast  co 
(Fig. 1) This fairly  coinsides 
raised on the southeastern slope 
 forwarded to the market  of  Yon 
of the eastern dry-field  district 
 III. Change  o:  agr 
   The map obtained by the at 
use pattern (Fig. 3).  According 
about 1925, the character of 
dominant area in  paddy-fields is 
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along the lower stream  from till
t  limatological  structi. 
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 Fig.  2 Annual changes of mean maximum air 
         temperature and precipitation. Compari-
        son with Tokoy and Niigata, respectively 
        facing the Pacific ocean and Japan Sea. 
ure in the basin, a few 
. r i  sults of investigation by 
 if  ted snow and thawing 
a li  northeast of the basin. 
s surveyed by the author 
 a- (Imaizumi) and the east 
 n atsuzawa and Tokizawa). 
 h ime. And the rape seeds 
pf Hinata village  in the east of Ooyachi are 
 ?.zawa month earlier than that 
 
   1925-1954 
 4 shows the present  land-
D t  i  ith the topographic map 
a es m is as  follows: 1) The 
occupies the widest area 
 occupied almost all  dry-
ributes concentrically only 
 l   . t   rivers and the marginal
(3) Yamagata  Pref.  ; The fundamental plan of Synthetic reclamation of Yamagata Pref. 
 Vol.  3,  No.  1 1949.
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A. Uncultivated land B. Paddy-field C. Dry-field D. Grape  orchard  (collective and dotted areas) 
 E. Apple orchard (collective and dotted areas)  F.  Cherry orchard(dotted area) G. Tobacco 
field (dotted area) H Mulberry orchard (dotted area)  I, Boundary-line among mura J. 
Pear orchard (black area and circle) 
 1  Tateyama 2.  Ishigakichel settlement  3.HOsenmachi settlement 4. Wada-mura 5. Takahata-
machi 6. Yashiro-mura 7. Ooyachi 8.  Akayu-machi 9.  Miyauchi-machi 10.  Ringo-mura 11. 
Komatsu-machi
in 1954
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• 7., ‘. -yet 
       Ph 1 Grape  Gardening in Southern Slope Facing to Lake Hakuryu. 
                                                  (Photo. Aug 10,  1954)                                             
_ ,itssoNt 
                                                                            41'" 
                                                            tikV
                         „ . . 
                                                                              'E74.41:
. 
 _  .„  „  .„  , 
  Ph. 2  Grape Gardening in Southern Slope behind  Matsuzawa Settlement 
                                                   (Photo. Aug. 15, 1954)
 Ph.  3 Young Grape Orchard in 
 Steep Slope of  Tuff'Breccia
Ph 4 Grape & Apple
             Ake .isap 
 v 
Orchards in Uchihara. 
    (Photo. Aug.  15,  1954  )
a  ;:na  Ittitsfi  te-
                 lt 
 Ph.5 Grape  and Pear Orchards in 
        Hosogoe,  Yashiro-mura 
•
- :
 Ph.  6  Rice-Plant in Pear Orchard
     Ph. 7 
 Pear Orchards in 
 Yashiro-ntura 
 ( Photo. Aug.  17,  1q54)
7
,-  1 
 A
 Ph .8 Apple
i
 Orchard
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• .                                                                                      
• 
1 being formed in  Paddy-Fielcio(Yashiro-mu.ra)
- -
 Pl. II
 Ph .9 Apple
/111.




Soy-bean Raising in 
 Orchard(  Tateyama  )
d _° y'
Ph. 11  Tobac# 
nursery  (Upst. 
 (HOsenmachi,
   ;1•11-1:- 
         
# • - 
 co Raising 




ising Farm (Fc 
now used as a
`
    r ` 
 a . ~- ~;
. 
 A  r 
• A
 ai g rm ormer  Silk 
rs)  ed    drying-room of ti 
 Minamihara-mura)  (  Photo. Aug.25, 195,               Rpor:                              .1!            '01,   -gowing). Silk-Dmofobacco.[  2 ,  54)
    Ph. 12 Dry-Fields in  Minamihra  (M:1V1ulberry,  T  :Tobacco  )(Photo.  Aug.  23,  1954  ) 
                                                                                                                                            44%. 
 ff  OA' 
                                                                        , Ph.  16  v  egelarne  r  leids in Nishikawamae(C: chinese cabbages, E:  egg-plant,  W: water-melon)
 Regiorc-.1 Approach on the Areal
areas except the western part. 
And the others are dotted. 
 3 Most of the  former mul-
berry orchard are changed 
into a subsistence or less 
commercial crop field such as 
pulses, wheat and barley and 
miscellaneous cereals. But 
the northwestern area devotes 
the dry-fields to vegetables, 
and tobacco plants dominate 
in the Minamihara fan. 4) 
The grape orchard expands 
outwards  from the steep 
slope around Ooyachi and 
reaches to Wada to the east, 
and to Imaizumi to the west. 
5) The pear orchards in 
the paddy-field area increases 
to some degree and the con-
siderable character is the 
change  from Japanese pear 
to foreign one. 6) Cherry 
orchards almost disappear 
and change to apple orchards, 
which expand wider than 
the former. The distribution 
is almost scattered in the 
northeast half of the basin, 
while they concentrate in the 
west of Yonezawa city. 
   The changes mentioned 
above can be quantitatively 
grasped on the statistical 
data (Fig. 5). 
 TT. Areal  division 
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a d others are
reveal the
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areal characteristics. However, the management pattern is more excellent 
indicator,  in order to abstract  as agricultural area, because the land-use pat-
tern is an appearance of the farm management. For the areal division of 
such small area as a basin, the smaller a statistical unit area is, the more 
exactly it can be divided. Further, the data must be to reveal the charac-
teristics on the constitution of individual management patterns, as possible.  The-
data used in the paper are based upon the result of the investigation of 
agricultural settlements in 1954 by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. 
The statistical unit area is nearly a natural settlement, and the data  fairly 
                                 Table I
Character unit of 
agricultural settlement. 
Large scale rice farming
Middle  scale 
 Small scale 
Subsistence  7 









rming  sett. 
 ,r ing sett. 
 t ing  sett. 














            Criteria of Classification 
 (A)  over  60%  (Percentage of farm  I d aling in rice, wheat
(A)below 60%(B) over 70(A)-land  barly  of over                              1100,  000yen. 
 (A)i/r(B)r50%Percntage of paddy-                              field to tatal cultivat- 
(A) f.^ (B)below 50%                    (B)                    ed land in a settle-                                          ment . 
over 40% in  percentage of farm dealing in dry  crop; 
of over 50,000yen 
over 40% in percentage of farm dealing in tree  crop1 
of over  50, 000yen 
over  40% in  percentage of farm keeping  mulch cow  1 
over 5)% in percentage of farm gathering the silk-
worms from eggs of over 5 g 
exploiting settlement after the World War II 
over  40% in percentage of farm  engaging in forest 
 industry 
 over  40% in percentage of farm  ppsessing a side job 
 below  40% in percentage of farm dealing in the  total 















    The determing method of synthetic character of settlement: 
At first, the settlements are given the symbol according to criteria 9-12. 
 Next, the rest settlements are given the symbols, 1-4. and 
further, the symbols of criteria 5-8. 
All of farms consisting the settlement mainly manage the dry-fields. 







 VP  (4) 
 TP  (9) 
 DP(3) 
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reflect the characteristics mentioned above, though it is yet  unsatisfactory'''. 
 Then, the management pattern of each settlement is decided by the criteria 
and method which is somewhat revised. (Table 1 & 2) 
   The settlements of the P and p types are exceedingly dominant, and the 
sum of both is over 50% of the total. If the  S1,  Sr, and F types are excepted, it 
amounts to 66% of the commercial farming settlements in the basin. Moreover, 
they are accompanied with the V, T, M, and D types. This is the  fact that 
the fundamental farming in the basin is  still the single-crop-farming of rice 
plants. Therefore, the types with the p' and v, which depend relatively less 
upon rice farming for income, are few rather than the P and p types. But 
the dry crop farming types (Vp' and Vv) of 16 settlements must be noteworthy. 
   And, the following areas are divided in the distribution of these manage-
ment patterns, as in Fig. 4. 1. Rice farming area 2. Tree crop farming area 
 (Grape area, Pear area, and Apple area) 3. Vegetable farming area 4. Seric-
ultural area 5. Dairy  farming area 6.  Self-sufficiency and  Side-job area. 
7. Diversified farming area. 
   Then, the areal characteristics shown by the land-use pattern can be 
abstracted as the nine differentiated areas on the management patterns. In the 
next chapter, the location structures of representative five areas will be con-
sidered  furthermore.
         V. Location structures of some differentiated areas 
1) Grape area around Ooyachi 
   The total area of grape orchards in the basin is over 150  ch6 and most 
of them concentrate on the steep slope of  tuff breccia around the peat-marsh 
in the northeastern corner. And the  following three periods are distinguished 
in the development  process"'. In the trial and established period of cultivation 
technics  from the midst of the  Meiji Era to 6th of Taisho, the poor peasants 
of Tokizawa and Kanezawa settlements raised mainly such grapes of domestic 
variety as  KOshii, partly even of European variety of higher class, on the 
steep slope behind them. And in the first development period before World 
War II, the grape orchards increased in the above settlements and expanded 
outwards along the slope  land. At that time, the grape raising by the poor 
peasants stimulated the merchants in the Akayu hot-spring town, who were 
suffering from the great economic panic. Then, on the pretext of relieving 
the poor peasants, the merchants mainly managing the hotels began to reclaim 
the waste steep slope as grape orchards, and established a grape farming as-
  (4)  T.  Fujii;  0.a  t'ne investigation of agricultural settlement. Agriculture and Economics
 (in Japanese) Vol. 21, No. 5 1955. 
 .(5) T  Saz  Grap?  r:',ising  in  Higishiokit  tma-gul  Thpartment of Agricultural  Improve-
              of Yamagata Pref. 1953.
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 sociation which was available to a market and investment. And as  they 
had the political  influence in the town, the release of public slope land  and' 
the construction of public farm roads were positively carried out. Further-
more, the grapes of  KOshii variety raised mainly till that time, was  replaced' 
by those of Deraware of American variety because of avoiding the market 
competition and the busy season of rice  farming. Therefore,  though there 
has been the plant of one of the greatest wine companies since that  time. few 
grapes for wine are raised even at the  present.(c) 
    Grape-vines require well drained soil, high temperature, much sunshine 
and aridity during the growing season. The climate of the basin is better in 
growing them in Japan, and the core grape area formed in the earliest period 
is the best in climate, considering of the distribution of the flowering time. 
But the soil on the steep slope is not so  suitable to grape raising, because 
it is thin in depth owing to severe soil erosion and poor in fertility, though 
well drained.
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    However, the fundamental location factor of the core grape area is rather 
in the individual  farm management. These settlements,  formed later than 
Akayu, Kunugizuka, Fukanuma and etc. to the west and the south of Ooyachi, 
reclaimed the  peat-marsh."'  Therefore, the productivity of their paddy-fields 
is extremely low (Fig.  7-1,  7). Such circumstance of their single crop mana-
gements of  rice, plants has made themselves go in the  following two directions. 
First, they made effort to improve the ill drainage of their paddy-fields 
since the  feudal age, but it was impossible to carry on till  few years 
ago. It is because the drainage gate of Ooyachi was in the possession of 
Fukanuma settlement  cultivating rather arid paddy-fields in the southern 
part of Ooyachi, and both the advantages didn't  coinside."' The other 
was the strong need to diversify and enlarge the farm management. Already 
grape-vines of  KOsha variety had been introduced in the Nakayama  small 
basin adjacent to the north of Ooyachi in the feudal age, and those of 
European variety were introduced into Tokizawa in about 1880-1890 and was 
grown even  out-of-doors.")(') Then, in response to the increase of demand,the 
grape-vines became a very  powerful cash crop for the poor peasants suffer-
ing from low productivity of paddy-fields, because they were possible to raise 
grape-vines on the waste steep slope behind their villages, where it was almost 
impossible to raise even mulberries. Moreover, grape-vines rather  prefer 
such dry weather as often brings great damages to the rice production there, 
and the supplemental relation between both managements is recognized in this 
core area.  Aug..  September  • Ott. PEAR G  RA  h'E  
                                                                                         ?Dom
   Hinata  village  ---  233  YE  N/  KAN 
is adjacent to the 
southeast of the core   173 
grape area and the  I   -30000KAN 
 farmers cultivate as  -20000 
less productive  pad-  1000D 
dy-fields just as those   
in the core area.  Fig.  8 Seasonal change of 
                         market price and amount B
ut they  didn'tof marketing of grape in 
begin grape raising 1955. 
 before the present war, because the slope land 
behind the village was not released by the 
capitalist of  silk industry of Takenomori, 
Yashiro-mura. However, the village has kept
 A  
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Fig. 9 Relations between the  amount 
   marketed as green fruits and for 
   canned fruits or wine. A:Amount 
   of  Production (foriegn pear  ar.d 
   grape) B:Amount  m:-:_rketed for 
   processing.  C:Arnount of Produc-
   tion of  Japanese! pear (all of it 
   marketed as green  fruits.  )
(7) 
(8)
Y. Yoshida: Historical geography on the reclamation of Ooyachi in the Yonezawa 
 basin. Ann Tohoku Geogr. Ass.  Vol. 6, No.  1,1952. 
Educational Ass. of  Higashiokitama-gun  : History of  Higashiokitarna-gun. 1930 K . 
 Saito:Agricultural 'policy of  Uesugi Yozan (a lord of Yonezawa clan) 1920.
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 milch cows since the midst of the Meiji Era (about  1880), and when the Taka-
hata dairy factory was established in 1905 (5th of the Taisho Era), it fulfiled 
a role of its location factor, together with the dairy farming area in the east 
of  Takahata-machi. And now the average number of  mulch cows a farm shows 
1.5. (Fig. 7-6) The phenomenon is the result of the second direction to  di-
versify and enlarge the poor managements owing to the worse paddy-fields. 
       Table III Management character of grape raising in Akayu hot-spring town 
                          (a part of the central district)
     Profession 
Hotel manager 
Cake  dealer  (Baker) 
Wine brewer 
Hotel manager 
Specialist of farming 
 Wine brewer 
Hotel manager 
Wine brewer 
 Hotel  manager(1) 
Specialist of farming 
Dealer in electric instru-
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   The grape raising by the merchants of Akayu-machi was located, depending 
upon the establishment of its  cultivating technics by those poor farmers and 
the decrease of their commercial income resulting from the  world panic. And 
they contributed to the modernization of the production system mentioned 
above. Therefore, in the first developed area to the west of the initial area, 
larger-scale management of grape orchards and grapes of Deraware variety are 
dominant in contrast with smaller-scale management and the remains of Japanese 
species like  KOsha and European species. (Table III and Fig. 7 3, 4) In the 
marginal area magnified  after the war, the management pattern of gr pe 
gardening differs distinctly from that of the core  area, and its character ap-
pears in the landscape of land-use (Ph.  4). Generally, they occupy the flat 
land or the gently-sloping land, and other 
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commercial crops like apples and pears are 
possible to be cultivated there. Further, in 
response to general increase of demand 
after the war, they have introduced apple 
farming in which the construction cost of 
orchards are cheaper than that of grape 
or pear one. In other words, there are few 
 factors to limit in  only a single crop, and 
rather, the yearly difference of production 
among the tree crops, resulting from  chan-
geable climate, promotes the  diversifying 
management of many tree crops. (Fig. 8 
and 11) Of course, the tendency depends 
upon the  fact that the  farmers are general-
ly poor and that their management-scales 
are too small to resist damages. And such 
characteristic  c farm management in a  ma 
 Gibson(9).  These result from the new  adap 
and the areal  difference in the developing  p 
   And, the  changeable climate often gives
flowering time and low temperature in  growii 
marginal  climate of grape raising, though 
is rather  bette so far as that of Japan is 
   From the point of marketing time, it is 
the time when the market price is rather  114 
being the  greatest raising area of grape in 
at the  marketing  time,  contrasting with  th
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basin. Then, the market price was fairly high even at the first time of 
marketing and it stimulated the marketing in the basin. (Fig. 8) 
Resulting  from the  unfertile soil and the inconvenience of management, the 
average productivity is only 400 kan, and the individual productivity shows
Flowering and
      Table IV 
Maturity times of tree crops in the basin
Flowering 
time 
 Maturi  ty 
time
  Grape Pear Cherry Apple 
Last decade of June First decade of May First decade of May In May 
First and Middle Last decade of Sept Last decade of June Last decade of Oct. 
of September to Last of Oct . to Last of Nov.
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 fairly great  difference  from 200 kan to 800 kan, owing to the great 
individual differences of the amount of the investment and the location of 
orchards. Moreover, the extensive management of the grape raising on the 
slope land reveals the lower popularity of power sprayers than that of 
the pear area (Yashiro) and the apple area (Tateyama). (Fig.  7-  5, Fig. 12 and 
Fig. 13)  Therefore, the  following phenomena have  progressed  :  milch cow 
keeping has begun even in the core area raising the high class grapes of 
European species, and in Wada-mura where grapes was introduced in 1923, 
in addition to the sericulture already practised (Fig. 7 and 12). 
    In the  KOfu basin of central Japan, which is a forward district of grape 
raising in Japan, the core area has been magnified to the flat plain dominat-
ing in the paddy-field from the slope land, and there , the more commercial 
and intensive managements have been carried on than that of the slope  land ."" 
Thus, though the Akayu grape area has developed into three areas having the 
different location factors, the author points out that the grape raising area 
now concentrates on the steep slope and yet is in the  lower stage of its areal de-
velopment, considering from such a development process in the  forward districts . 
2) Pear raising area 
   Most of the pear orchards in the basin distribute in the paddy-fields 
around the Ainomori and  SanjOme villages , and the total area of it is about 
75  chO and only half that of the grapes . But, since the raising area of the 
domestic pears, the former crop which was the base of that areal progression , 
already reached about 40  clu; in 1889, the historical development of the pear 
area is older than that of the grape area (Fig .  6). And in the Japanese agri-
culture, it must be noted that the pear orchards were located in the paddy -field 
at a long distance  from a great city, at that time . 
   The domestic pear raising in the basin originates in the trial raising of 
the  Matsuo species, and was already introduced into the settlements of Yashiro -
mura mentioned above about 1819-1829. And even at that time , they were 
exported to  Sakata.°' Therefore, the period when the raising core area of 
the domestic pear was formed, was at least before 1903 when the 0ou railway 
was contructed to Akayu from Tokyo and before 1897-1899 when the first 
stimulating of the demand was given by the war between China and Japan . 
Though Yonezawa city was the core settlement of the basin , it is not assumed 
that at that time the city demand stimulated the farmers to change the 
paddy-fields to the dry-fields and raise such a commercial crop as the domestic 
 pear." And the location of the pear area must be considered from the
(10) S. Sekine; Some problems of grape raising area in Yamanashi Pref . Geogr. Rev. Japan       S
upplemental  volume  II (Abstracts of papers presented at the autumnal meeting) 1953
. (11) Th
e  population of Yonezawa city abruptly increased during from 1900 to 1920
, owing       to the 
prosperity of silk industry.
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 following three points. 
   The first is the physical condition of the paddy-fields around the  core: 
area. The fewer precipitation in the basin at the replanting season of rice 
plants had often brought the drought in the paddy-fields irrigated  only by 
the small rivers. And there are the facts that the farmers of  these villages had 
 often entreated irrigation water of the Shionomori village rich in the water 
at the foot of the mountain since the feudal age, and constructed themselves a 
resevoir and enlarged it at that time. The scanty irrigation water there is also 
accerarated by the topographic feature that the eastern paddy-fields of these 
villages have lower water table than the western swampy paddy-fields  (between 
the Kumasaka and  Kawanuma villages). And the drought of the paddy-fields 
 for example such a great drought as in 1918  (7th of the Taisho  Era), pro-
moted the construction of the dry-fields, which made the water table of the 
retained paddy-fields higher. 
    The second is that Yashiro-mura belonged to the province under the 
direct control of the central government (the Tokugawa Bakufu) from  1664w, 
and the dry-fields in the province was excepted from the middle of the 
Tokugawa  Age.'") Of course, the change from the paddy-fields to the dry 
fields wasn't permitted, especially at that time. But it naturally makes the 
author assume that the farmers changed the paddy-fields into dry-fields to be
 free from the heavy tax on the pretext of avoiding frequent drought. The  
I  ID' 
                                                                          f44.. 
   
- 
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;   77171771771 
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         Fig. 12  Forming  process  of  pcar orchard in  the  paddy-field 
                I. One  or  two  years  after replanting.  II. Three or five years after 
                replanting. At  this  time  some other crops as pulse are raised on
                the dry-field under young trees. III,  III' After five years. The
                paddy-field around the  orchard goes more humid other 
                crops disappears. The paddy-field in the orchard goes still  less,
                but it doesn't disappear and remains in the form of III', even if it 
                 comes to be much  smaller. Its existence doesn't give a better 
                condition to growing pear trees and shows, he thinks, rather
                the traditional facts that the farmers have attached himself to
                the rice farming, and especially, frequent drought of the paddy-
               field made them go to the construdtion of  dry-fields, 
 (12) Y. Kondo;  Agricultural economics of Japan (in Japanese) Nippon-Hyoron-Shinsha 
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pattern of the pear orchard shows the contradicting character—a strong attach-
ment to the traditional rice farming on the one hand, and a desire  f  or 
adopting more commercial  farming of tree crop on the other. (Fig.  12) 
   Third, however eager they might be to change into dry-fields, it is 
quite clear that small-scale management of rice plants checked to adopt such 
a way. In other words, the farmers of the Ainomori and  SanjOme villages 
generally had a greater scale of arable land  (Fig. 13). And though the 
drought often occured, the productivity of their paddy-fields are fairly higher 
than those of Ooyachi (Fig.  7-1). Thus, the character of these settlements— 
larger-scale management made possible the change of paddy-fields to  dry-
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  Fig. 13 Arable  land  system of  in-
    dividual farm in the core areas
    of grape, pear and apple raising. 
    Especially, it must be noteworthy 
    that a pear orchard is construct-
   ed from a paddy field. (A shows 
    no possession of power sprayer 
    and no keeping of  mulch cow. B 
    shows keeping of a  rnilch cow. C
    shows keeping of two  mulch 
    cows. D shows possession of 
    power sprayer.  )
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  - fields. 
   In the dry-fields  formed upon such location  factors, the traditional 
domestic pear was introduced much more, accompanying with increasing 
of the commercial validity of it. However, entering into the great panic after 
1918, the market price of domestic pears  fell down (Fig. 6). And, the
H.  FUKUI
 foreign pear, which was already introduced among a  few  farmers and 
marketed to Yonezawa city, showed a higher price. Then, they adopted  foreign 
pear raising by grafting. In 1929, a pear association was organized and 
advised the raising of Bartlett and La France, and a canning factory was 
constructed in 1933 by a capitalist of silk industry who was the head of the 
association. After that, in 1936, the factory was enlarged on the government 
investment to be able to process the other agricultural products and sub-
stantially operated by the association. And by the establishment of the produc-
tion system in the pear core area, the neighbouring settlements were stimulated, 
and there, it was introduced on the dry-field. In 1940, the production of 
Bertlett, the maturity time of which is from the last decade of August to 
the last of September, reached about 300,000kan and that of La France, the 
maturity time of which is from the midst to the last of October, reached 
about 50,000 kan. Most of the products have been exported to Tokyo and 
other great cities as canned fruits (Fig. 9). 
   The distribution of pear species in 1938 shows the fact that the ratio of 
 foreign pears to old home ones tends to be larger in the outward parts of the 
core area (Table  V). But in  1934, the area of the orchards decreases exceed-
ingly, especially in the core area, resulting from the change to the paddy-
fields or ordinary dry-field for the production of the stable crop in the second 
war. And those fields changes into apple orchard rather than pear one and 
an apple has raised on even the paddy-field at  present. 
             Table V (tan)
           Foreign pear 
 Settlementorchard
           1938 
Takenomori 132 
 Ainomori &  919 
Kashiwagime 
Sanjoome2)  83 
 Fukanlima 78 
Kawanuma  27 
Ipponyanagi 48  
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      1)  ald 2) are the core area of pear raising, and 3) is in Takahata-machi. 
   Generally, both the pears prefer a fertile and well drained soil. 
While the adaptability of home variety to the climate is much broader, a 
foreign pear adapts rather to the cooler and arid climate of the basin, which 
makes the marketing season of the grapes the latest in Japan and is rather better 
to pears and apples together with  the fewer precipitation in their growing
 Regional Approach on the  Areal  Differentiation of Agrar Land  4,5-
season. The rainy season from June to the first decade of July in Japan often 
brings here the danger of too much precipitation and the last decade of June 
is just the flowering time of grapes. But that of pears is the first decade of 
May when the rainfall is comparatively less, and even the flowering of apple 
trees is over in May. Moreover, the lower temperature in the growing season is 
sometimes more dangerous to grapes than to pears and apples. And the unstability 
of the production resulting from the changeableness of climate is not so great 
as that of grapes (Fig. 8). 
 Otherwise, the stability of the pear raising is also by the intensive  farming . 
The pear orchards of the core area is mainly  found in the paddy-fields and 
rich in fertility. Moreover, the amount of investment is much greater than 
that of the grape rising,  for example the popularity of the power sprayers 
or the number of employees for covering the fruits which is unnecessary to 
grapes.  Therefore, the average productivity reaches over 800  kan/  t  an and about 
twice as much as that of grapes. 
   However, the pear orchards were replaced by apple orchards  after the 
war. It is because the construction cost of trellised pear orchards is higher than 
that of untrellised apple orchards, and it takes pears a comparatively longer 
time to grow enough to bear fruit than apples. And the demand of pears is not 
so great as that of apples and grapes which are mainly marketed as green 
fruits. This results from the reason that the foreign pears are not so popular 
as the Japanese pears and impossible to store owing to its corruptiblity. 
 Therefore,  alth pear raising areas are very small in Japan and only 75  ch6 or 
so in the basin, the pears were exported to London in 1937-1939 . Of course, on 
the other hand, it must be true that the quality of the pears is so excellent 
as those produced abroad. 
   The pear area which has the canning factory and is uncommon in Japan , 
has diversified the management by Japanese pears and apples , and it differs 
 from the grape area in the direction of development . That is, the pear area 
is characteristic in the internal change rather than the expansion of the area 
or the diversifying of management by  milch-cow keeping . 
3) Location of apple area  in former cherry area 
   The apple area in the basin is more unstable than the other two tree 
crop areas mentioned above. Now, the total area of apple orchards reaches 
about 65  ch6, and the young apple orchards distribute scatteringly in the 
northeastern half of the basin. 
   According to the yearly change of the number of apple trees , the first 
peak appears  bef  ore 1920 (Fig. 6). The period was just the time when the 
production in Yamagata  Pref. was higher than that in Aomori  Pref., which 
has the greatest apple area at the present in Japan . The abrupt decrease of
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the apple production resulted from the damage by the insects desease, because 
the technic of its protection was undeveloped at the  time.(") It was replaced 
by cherry  farming which was prosperous till  before World War II. The 
cherry  farming was changed again to apple  farming  after the war. 
   The characteristics of the distribution patterns, which appeared through 
the changes above, is the unclarity of the core area. As the character of the 
apple gardening which promotes the dotted distribution, the construction cost 
of its orchard is cheaper than that of the other tree crop  ones, as well as 
that of the cherry orchard, especially because of unneccessity of trellising. 
Moreover, the lowering of production cost by the method of non-covering and 
 the enormous market demand  after the war stimulates and supports the small-
scale management. Thus, the apple raising has abruptly been popularized 
among paddy-growing farmers of middle-scale management, and even in the 
grape and the pear areas. 
    However, Tateyama in the west of Yonezawa City showed, though in a 
small area, a collective raising area when cherries were grown, and it also 
does at the present, when apple  farming is carried out. Comparing with the 
diversifying management with rice plants or other tree crops in the northeastern 
half of the basin, those engaged only in apple raising are distinguishable in 
Tateyama. That is, the farmers who possess the apple orchards of over  lOtan 
exceed in number those in the grape and pear areas, and they employ the 
power sprayers. The indvidual orchard is fairly small, irregular in form and 
scattered, but the farmers of larger-scale management possess larger ones 
(Fig. 14). Moreover, the apple trees replanted before World War II are re-
cognized in their orchards and the cherry orchards are retained there. The 
above facts explains that the Tateyama district has almost always been on 
the spearhead of the cherry and apple farming in the basin. 
    But, the reason why the area gave up cherry farming for apple 
growing, was the following location factors of the area itself. Generally, the 
cherry is very feable to rainfall at the bearing season of the last decade of 
June, and its freshness lasts only for few days. At the time when the process 
technic and the market was undeveloped and narrow, these had promoted the 
unstability of its production. And, the marketing time of the cherries in the 
district is latest in Japan and is just the time of the lowest market  price."') 
Moreover, such unprofitable climatic condition gave the great damage to the 
cherry trees by a heavy  snowf  all in 1935. 
    Though the Tateyama district is adjacent to Yonezawa City, the soil con-
  (13) H. Hatae;  Development  of Apple  Produc  lion. Supplemental  coapter in "the History 
         of  Developement of Japanese Agriculture" Vol 5  p.  464 1955.  .14) M.  Nagai; A geographical Study of the cherry fruits. Geogr.  Rev'. of Japan  VoI.  8, 
 No  8 1935
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 Fig.  14 Form and scale of apple orchard in Tateyama (a part). 
  I, II and III show an area corresponding to 1 tan.  I:residential  land II: 
 wood land. III: apple orchard. IV: boundary among individual farm 
 being shown by number). V: boundary among former individual 
  farms. The farms of 2, 4,  5,  18 and 19 possess the management-scale 
  of an apple orchard of over 7 tan and a power sprayer. but rest farms 
  generally, possess a orchard of smaller-scale and no power sprayer.
dition, sand rich in gravels  of  ten of over 20 cm in diameter, prevents the in-
troduction of such vegetables as need  fertile fields. There the  KOgyoku species 
occupies most of the apple production, and is marketed to Tokyo at the last 
decade of October between the marketing times of apple areas in Nagano 
and Aomori. But, according with the introduction of the same species or 
higher class species such as Star King or Delicious to the fertile fields in the 
northeastern half of the basin, especially Yashiro-mura, the newly  formed area 
have gradually exceeded the Tateyama area in productivity and quality. 
4) Vegetable  area  in the  former mulberry  area 
   The mulberry was raised as a second important commercial crop since 
the feudal age, and especially the enormous development of silk industry
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promoted the expansion in the dry-fields difficult to be converted into  paddy-
fields. The total area of mulberry orchards in the basin reached about  3700' 
 ch6 in 1920 (Fig. 5 and 6). But the panic caused by World War I gave  great_ 
damages to the silk-raising and most of the orchards were obliged to be changed 
into  ordinary-crop-fields owing to World War II. Now, the demand of silk 
is  fairly scarce and the area does not amount even to that in 1868. In the 
 following, he will consider the location structures of the vegetable area di-
fferentiated from the mulberry area and being adjacent to the remaining area 
of mulberry orchards. 
 RingO and  OkigO-mura contain respectively most of the vegetable area 
and a part of the mulberry area. (Fig. 3 & 4) The changing processes of  the 
arable land system are in the following table. 
                              Table  V
 Arableland Paddy-field  ;Dry-field  (A  )
 ch  l  c
 1925  987  426  j  536  204 
1933 978 444 558 217 
1955 914 439 631 237




orchard(B) A x.  100 
 c  11;)
 Vegetable  C 





91 67 39 61 9 28 
83 55 42 70  , 10 31 
47 10 43 93  I 15 46
Left;  Okigii-mura Right:  RingO-mura 
                       Table VII
          
I Specialist of  Side-job Total of farm!farming farm Farm  (A  )I Farm  (B)
1925 683 321 
1933 695 397 
1950 747 436
622 278 61 43 154 93 
590 336 105 61 113 85 







 8  17
Farm  (A); all of cultivated land are his own. Farm  (B) ; a part of cultivated land is his  own..
   The decrease of the mulberry orchards of  RingO-mura is more rapidly 
than that of  OkigO, and the commercial raising of various kinds of vegetables 
has been carried out in  RingO-mura since 1925. Especially the degradation 
of the silk-raising farmers to tenant  farmers are distinguishable in  OkigO-
mura where the mulberry orchards were dominant. The  fact is more clearly 
recognized in Table VIII. The difference of the quality of  farm  management. 
naturally operated as a location factor to introduce such a new commercial 
crop as a vegetable requiring a  fairly much investment of capital. 
   The commercial  f  arming of vegetables in  RingO-mura was already held 
 before the prosperous age of mulberries, though it was not so greater an area 
than at the present. And the marketing time was earlier in the basin or  neighbour-.
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ing district and the quality was so excellent that it was famous there. On 
such circumstances, the special sincere  farmers, who managed the larger-
scale arable land and were the land owners with the political influence in 
 RingO-mura, had made effort to let the peasants be recovered, and positively 
advocated vegetable raising. In 1924, a marketing association was organized. 
But in  OkigO-mura, there was not such a  powerful  farmer and moreover, 
the arable land of the peasants had been taken away by the capitalists 
of silk-twisting industry in Miyauchi-machi and the merchants in Akayu-
machi. 
   At the present, the fair of vegetables is held in  Ring6-mura every morn-
ing and the merchants come from the towns in the basin. But the produc-
tion of vegetables exceeds the demand in the basin 
and has revealed the tendency of concentric raising 
of special vegetables and it has been popularized 
among most of the farmers in  RingO-mura shown 
in Fig. 4 and 17. The representative crop rotation 
system is  following three system: 1) three crops two 
years (pulse—wheat or barley)—(chinese cabbage) 
2) four crops two years (spring or summer vegetable 
—rape  seed)—(pulse—chinese cabbage) 3) two crops 
a year (potato—chinese cabbage) And in the actual, 
some conbinations of those systems are practised 
The rotation systems lay stress upon the chinese 
cabbages and potatoes suited  for a colder region, 
and the spring or summer vegetables such as water-
melons, egg-plants,  cucumbers, Japnese cantaloups,  tc 
warmer region. The  former vegetables, though the  k 
raising areas, above all  the chinese cabbages  a 
marketed to the southern  great cities, such as Tay°,  ( 
Table IX). The latter  vegetables  have  respectively
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Market
       Table IX 
of Chinese Cabbage in  Ringoo-Mura
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are marketed to the northern local markets, though they are rich in varieties. 
   The paddy-fields exploited from 1928 to 1942 almost in the sterile dry-
fields and waste-lands mainly along the Matsu and Yoshino rivers, and as the 
result, the farmers in the present mulberry area possess the relatively larger 
area of paddy-fields than before the exploitation. On the other hand, the lower 
paddy-field ratio in  Ring6-mura shows that the farmers must depend more 
greatly upon the dry-fields. 
   However, the fact that the vegetable area is limited almost in Ringoo-
mura, depends greatly upon the soil condition of dry-field.  (Fig. 16) That is, 
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 Fig.  16 Distribution of  soil type 
   (northwestern part: grey sandy 
   loam originating in granodiorite, 
   western  part  : reddish brown 
   clayey loam originating in tuff 
   breccia, southern part: sand) 
   A: paddy-field, B: paddy-field 
   reclaimed  after 1927, C: dry field, 
   D: waste land, E:  settlement, 
   F:  granodiorite, G: tuff breccia, 
 H  : boundary of soil type, I:
boundary-lines among mura, 
1: Miyauchimachi, 2: Nishika-
wamae, 3: Nishiochi, 4: Gamooda, 
 5: Sekine, 6:Okita. 
By author's survey according to 
the soil color.
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of the deposits by the Matsu, 
along the Matsu river having 
shows the most sterile soil 
condition.  And the deposits 
by the Yoshino river, the 
middle and upper drainages 
of which are composed of tuff 
breccia, are a reddish brown 
clayey loam and its fertility 
is not high. But the soil of 
the northwestern part main-
ly covering over  Ring6-
 mura was transported by the 
 Hataori river and other small 
 streams originating in the 
 granodiorite region. It is a 
 grey sandy loam rich in cal-
 cium and aeration, and is very 
 ferile.(1" The vegetable rais-
 ing accompanied with much 
 investment of  fertilizer is 
 held only in such a good 
 dry-field. And he recognizes 
 ,some farmers who raise such 
 a vegetable as a chinese 
 cabbage in the dry-field of 
 reddish brown loam by the 
 stimulation of the  adjacent 
 vegetable area, but they 
 does not succeed in its com-
 mercial raising. And there, 
 wheat or barley, soy-beans 
 or red beans and mulberries 
 are dominant, and lately the 
 apple trees tends to be  gap 
     Thus, vegetable  raising, 
 ..developed to such a  degree 
 cities at a long distance. 
 sandy loam area, except the
 grown ratner 
 having 
 that most 
 And the  az 
t  northern
 Yoshino and Hataori rivers. The natural revees 
 often flooded are composed of coarse sand, and       
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Fig. 17 Arable  land system of individual farms in the 
       core areas of vegetable and mulberry raising. A
       number of farm taking an employee for over
       200 days amounts to seven  (1,2,3,7,12,13,15) 
       in Nishikawamae and only two (5,14) in  Okita 
       A: paddy or dry-field which was discharged. 
      B: paddy or dry-field which discharged.
therthan vegetables (Fig. 17). 
 avingbeen promoted by the sincere farmers, has 
stof the products are marketed to the great 
e rea is limited almost entirely in the grey 
)rthern part of Urushiyama-mura to the north
 (15) Accoding to the investigation of Agricultural Experiment Station in  Miyauchi-machi .
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of  RingO-mura, which is the  self-sufficiency and side-job area. The  present. 
mulberry area is supported by the market price, not so high, but stable,  of 
cocoons together with the progression of the productivity. And it is located 
in the sterile sandy soil district. 
 5)  Ninamihara  self-sufficiency area with tobacco raising 
   The dry-field district of over 400  ch6 to the south of Yonezawa city  former-
ly raised mulberries, but now, the miscellaneous cereals are dominant there, 
and the vegetables marketed to the city are very scarce. This is able to  be 
understood by the fact that most of the settlements consist of the side-job 
farmers (Fig. 4). The average-scale of their arable land is only 7.5 tan and 
the paddy-field is very scarce (Fig. 5). That is, they are the groups of petty 
 farmers. However, the character  differs in the  forming process  from the 
 self-sufficiency settlements of Miyauchi-machi and Urushiyama-mura, which 
have degraded resulting from the economic damage of sericulture. 
   The Yonezawa clan, which was degraded  from the dominant clan of Aizu 
in 1601, made many clansmen of lower class reclaim the uncultivated  land, 
especially in the Minamihara fan, for the attainment of  their subsistence food. 
Under such historical circumstances, most of the subsistence farming settle-
ments in Minamihara were  formed. By the encouragement of a lord of the 
clan, they had raised tobacco since that time and had exported it to Niigata 
facing the Japan  sea.(") Though tobacco raising declined at the flourishing time 
of silk raising, now it has become popular again. However, most of the  farmers 
gain the other income, being independent from agriculture, and they are 
almost not wage earners by profession, who are dominant in Miyauchi, but 
 the intellectual workers who generally gain higher and more stable income. 
Therefore, they regard farming as a sidej-ob. 
   The character of this area mentioned above is more clearly recognized by 
the management structure of the individual  farm in  IshigakichO presented 
as a typical example. No farmers cultivate the paddy-field and possess  draft_ 
           Table X 1954
Total of farm 
Specialist of farming 
Farm possessing pady 
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    55 
 5 
    0 
    14
    50
     1 
     0
     8
 HOsenmachi 
   98 
   19 
   15 
   26 
   66 
   11 
    4 
    2
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Table XI Character of Individual Farm in Ishigakimachi
® loo's, ©I 3
an 
31.
 1.  0
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Total of farm  I 55  ,  14  ' 37 5  I  48 8
 AD: Dry-field  3: Tabacco-field Former Clansman  ,f3!;: Specialist of farming 
 D:  Wage earner  I): Intellectual worker  c;`: Owner of twisting machine 
cow or horse. And most of the farmers are the descendants  from the  former 
clansmen and are engaged in the intellectual profession such as school teachers 
or government or municipal officials or personels of companies and associations. 
Characteristically, some manage the house industry of silk twisting, which 
characterize the  former clansman settlements in this  area.'") 
   The physical location factor of tobacco raising is a less rainfall (about 
100 mm a month) and a higher temperature (26-27°C) in its growing season 
from May till August, and the well drained soil. But generally, its adaptability 
is  fairly broad, and it distributes almost all over Japan. At least in Minamihara, 
the field is indeed very well drained. But the  following character is recognized 
in its farming. 
   That is,  tobacco raising is much less commercial than the  fruit tree crops 
or vegetable raising, because the tobacco business is the government monopoly 
in Japan, and needs too high production cost owing to much labour and fertilizer,
(16)  M.  Nagai; Regional geography of Yamagata Pref. 1950.
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Table XII Nature of farm raising tobacco in Ishigakicho and  Thisenmachi
Area of dry 
field of farm 
     20 tan  ' 
  >  15 








 of tobacco-field 
  3 2 1 
        1 
     1 1 
  2 6 2 
  2 8 9 
 1 4 
2 4 17 16
Total of farm 
raising tobacco 
     1 
     3
     12
     19 
      5
 0 
     40
 Total of farm 
     1 
      4 
 1c) 
    58
 35 
    36 
    153
though the growing season is comparatively short. Thus, the larger-scale manage-
ment or more commercial raising of tobacco does not progress, but it is 
raised rather by the peasants of smaller-scale management owing to its  not 
higher but more stable profitability. The  fact is obviously in the table XII 
That is, the management-scale of tobacco-field is  fairly smaller than that of 
the fruit or mulberry orchards, and it equals rather to that of the vegetable-
field, though the profitability of both differs greatly. And the popularity is 
not so high as in the  fruit crop or vegetable raising areas, because the suc-
cession-cropping of it is difficult and their dry-fields are so small that they can 
not raise it every year. Moreover, its foundamental reason is that most of 
the  farmers regard  farming as a  side-job and their land-demands are low. 
 TT.  Conclusion—Comparison of  Location in the Areas 
   In the above chapters, the author has considered the location structures 
of the representative five areas. To sum up by comparing them, the character-
istics are as  follows  : 
1 Historical  Background The  formation of the commercial crop areas at 
present has been observed since the economic panic, and is based upon the 
areas where some commercial crops were introduced before. In other words, the 
formation of the previous areas which played a principal role of bearing the 
present ones, was already begun in the feudal age, though their births were 
different in time. Moreover, before even the previous areas were made, there 
was a stage antecedent to their  formation, in which the sincere  farmers tried 
new crops and persuaded the inhabitants roundabout into adopting them. And 
in the case of the  Yonezawa basin, its positive policy of encouraging industries 
by the feudal lords of the clan contributed much to the appearance of such 
 (17) They, former samurai, practised the subcontract domestic industry of silk stwist-
        ing, since they were given the bonds as their retirement of lumpsum grants and 
        became common people in 1876. According to  „the History of Yonezawa city".
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 farmers.""  Neverthless, the introduction of commercial crops was carried out 
in the areas, such as reclaimed lands, dry-fields and the parts difficult to be 
irrigated. This shows that rice-crop farming was also stressed, and at the 
same time reveals the character of marketing agriculture peculiar to  Japan— 
the progression of the marketing agriculture more enterprising in such area 
as are less  favourable to rice crop  farming. 
2 Physical  location of crops Judging  from the flowering and maturing times, 
the basin is regarded nearly as the northern limit of grape gardening in Japan. 
And the grape orchards in the basin are located on the northeastern hillsides 
where thawing and flowering are begun earliest. Spring vegetables are also 
observed not so much in the southern parts where spring is late in coming 
as  RingO in the north. Pears, apples and tobacco plants, however, are less 
sensetive to the differences in the climate of the basin than grapes and 
vegetables. As regards the southwestern parts, they often have so heavy a 
snowfall, that they have more disadvantages in growing tree crops, which 
are directly damaged by the snow, than the northeastern district. Therefore, 
the apple  farming in the Tateyama area is thought to be still under  unfaivour-
able conditions, though cherry raising has been replaced by it. Grapes and 
spring vegetables prefer a warm climate, while the pears of western species, 
apples and chinese cabbages a cool one. It is the climatic characteristics of 
the basin that make it possible to grow at the same time, these two kinds of 
plants climatically different in preference,  a,td that give them a special position 
in market in the period of marketing. 
   Next, considering soil conditions, vegetable and pear farmings are located 
on the fertile sandy loam. Grape-vines, which can endure a severe drought, 
are observed on the hillsides well drained, but they are not under good con-
ditions, viewed fom soil erosion and productivity. Soil conditions are  unfavour-
able in the apple  farming in the Tateyama area, because they  lower down 
the productivity and quality. 
3 Location of crops viewed from  Illanagement Tobacco farming is being 
carried out by the peasants managing small-scale farms and engaged in side-
jobs, and it depends only upon their  family labours. However, it is not so 
prevalent as other commercial crop ones in the other areas. Vegetable  farming. 
which requires just as higher an intensiveness in cultivation  asItobacco growing, 
 (18) And in the basin, there are some other commercial farmings encouraged  by the 
        feudal lords of the clan and lasting until now. The farming of the egg-pants for 
       pickles in mustard is one of them. They are  subsidiarily raised by the farmers
        engaged in rice farming in Kubota-mura near Yonezawa  ,City. Much labour is re-
        quired and successive cropping must be avoided in the farming, and the scale of
        management is very small, generally under 2 tan in area, its distribution being 
       limited in a small area. It is  still under the retarded production system, and the 
 insufficient processing and marketing have been practised  on the investment of 
 five  pickle-makers (wholesalers in Tokyo and Chiba)  since 1925.
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is observed in  Ring6-mura where they depend upon dry-field crops for 
their income, and hired labour is already expended to  fullfil it. The manage-
ment scale is 3-6 tan in area. Though there seems to be a tendency towards 
the concentration of raising chinese cabbages, yet rice farming scale is over 
the standard of  self-sufficiency. The  farming of grapes, on the other hand, which 
can endure more extensive cultivation, is executed in the reclaimed lands 
 clvering steep slopes by the farmers engaged in less productive paddy raising, 
and the management scale is less than 8 tan in area. However, some merchant-
cultivators are managing as large grape orchards as 10-30 tan and there are 
some who depend solely upon grape farming, though in as small an area as 
10 tan or so. And the enterprising nature of this farming caused by the ex-
cessive unstability of the yield, drives the peasants towards the diversification 
of their managements by adopting  milch-cow keeping. As regards pear 
farming, it is performed mainly by the farmers engaged in paddy farming 
in the productive farms as large as 15 tan or so in the area whose paddy-
fields are  subjected to drought, about half the fields having been changed 
into pear  orchards. In such an area of pear farming which requires intensive 
cultivation,  milch-cows have not been introduced, but apple-trees are adopted 
in the abandoned orchards caused by the suspended demand during the war 
 time Apple farming is, in its nature, now easy to be introduced into the 
management of any farmers, because the formation of the orchards are not 
so expensive, and the fruit  bearing time comes rather earlier. Therefore, it is 
carried out both on a small-scale and dispersedly in the northeastern part of 
the basin, and on as larger-scale as 10-25 tan and in specialized manner in 
 Tateyama. 
    In the case of the management location of commercial crops, the require-
ment of necessity selects a certain crop, and  after its introduction, rationaliza-
tion is aimed at in labour, varieties of the newly-adopted crop, or management 
 scale. Concerning this basin, it has been revealed that the needs in  manage-
ment has a close relation to the higher degree of reliance upon dry-field crops 
or of the physical handicap to the paddy growing  farms. 
4  Market No crop  farming areas in this basin, except the pear one, are equal 
in area  to the principal crop-producing places in Japan. And with the exception 
of tobacco, which is a monopoly good, the largest markets are all  found in 
great cities, so that the crop areas here are said to have the character of special 
crop-producing ones which play a proper role in the so-called "Truck farming". 
Pears of western species are mostly canned to be marketed, and consequently 
not so much controlled by the marketing period, while the market price of the 
others have a close relation to their marketing periods. That of grapes in this 
basin is very advantageous owing to the latest marketing, because the later is
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The period, the higher are the prices in the market. As to apples and chinese 
cabbages, on the contrary, the earlier is the marketing period, the higher is the 
market prices. And the above two crops are observed to be marketed prior 
to those in their principal producing districts. 
 5 Stage of  Modernization Of all these commercial  farmings, tobacco  farming 
is in the lowest stage, being practised by the small peasants engaged in side 
jobs. And all the others have already gained the character of "Truck  farming" 
areas, but their stages of production are varied as  follows. 
   The grape farming on a comparatively large-scale is practised by some 
merchant-cultivators and specialists. This shows a conspicious contrast with 
the diversified managements on a small-scale by the paddy growing  farmers, 
suggesting a clear social stratification. Viewed from the development stage 
 of techique, the species was, on the one hand, bettered to the one more 
stable both in its environment and management. However, the power sprayers, 
on the other hand, are seldom popularlized even in the  f  ormer case. Such a 
tendency can be recognized in the rare existence of stone walls built for 
preventing soil erosion and also in lower reliance upon hired labour. Further, 
a grape processing factory has already been located, but, only when its quality 
is lowered down under climatic bad conditions, the grape farming associates 
with it in the respect of location. Most of them are marketed as green  fruits. 
It is obvious that the grape  farming in this basin is in the lower stage, 
compared with that of the  KOfu grape area. In contrast with this, the pear 
farming changed most of the species from domestic to western  for canning, 
and consequently only a small quantity is marketed as green  fruits. Moreover, 
it depends upon power sprayers and hired labour to a larger degree. However, 
the scales of the orchards, on the other hands, are all smaller than 10 tan; the 
managers are mainly rich farmers raising in the form of co-management of 
paddy and pears, not so stratified as those of  farming grapes. In the case of 
apple  f  arming, accompanied with no processing industry, it shows a clear 
tendency towards specialization in management, and modernization in technique 
in the Tateyama area which has experienced the conversion of several crops, 
and in this case, the stratification is discerned more clearly. The vegetable 
farming tends to concentrate on chinese cabbages, but, at the same time, in-
clude spring vegetables in it to sell in the local market; the tendency to speciali-
zation in this case is less distinguishable, compared with the tree crop  farmings. 
   In short, each commercial crop farming area in this basin, shows a produc-
tion system advanced to the stage of processing and some specialized manage-
ment on a larger-scale. On the other hand, the production itself is executed 
mostly based upon the  small-scale management, the chief income being  gained 
 -thorugh paddy culture; there is no sign of a remarkable progress in the scale
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of processed products; and moreover, only a few farmers are engaged solely  in 
 farming grapes without possessing their paddy-field for  self-sufficiency and 
any other business. Such a tendency can be recognized also in the development 
stage of technique. In other words, the crops areas are now in the stage of 
transition towards modernization in this basin. 
 6 Inner Conversion and Outward Expansion of  Farming Areas The change 
of crops in a commercial farming area takes place as a result of the  ration-
alization of management in responce to its physical environment and the demand. 
And this is stimulated by the enterprising spirit given by the crops previously 
raised. The outward expansion also changes its location structure correspond-
ing to its physical environment and management pattern differing with those 
in the initial area,  furthermore, to the stage of a development in the core area. 
Especially, the first magnified area of grape raising has  f  ulfiled the leadership 
of the farming, rather than the initial area. From this  view•point, the solidity 
of the specialized paddy growing area can be better  understood.''' That is to 
say, the inner change and outward expansion is grasped as the so-called "Di-
alectic development". 
   In this report, the author has taken up the Yonezawa basin as an example 
to consider into what areas the agrar land-use in the truck  farming districts 
is differentiated in accordance with the development of capitalistic economy, and 
on what location structure they stand. And by the regional approach, he has di-
scerned the differentitation into varied areas based upon respective heterogenious 
location structures even in such a small district. Further, the geographical 
character of an area is thought to be clarified by comparing each location 
structure through its  adjustment to the physical environment, the requirement 
of individual farm-managements and its stage of historical development. It 
is, however, a matter of course that a  f  ull understanding of such differentiated 
areas must be gained respectively by the comparison with the other areas in 
Japan. 
   The author wishes to express  grateful appreciation to  Prof. Y. Tomita 
under whose supervision the present work has been carried out. He also 
desires to express his gratitude towards  Prof. Z. Miyagawa, Assist.  Prof. K. 
Tanabe and others for their kind advices. 
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(19) Of course, the farms constituting  settlements ,are  bei,ng  stratifie.d, without the medium 
        of commercial crops.
